
    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  Attach the n_ _ _ _e to the garden hose before turning on the water.
2.  Private cars are banned from the city on a_ _ _ _ _ate days.
3.  They would make it m_ _ _ _ _ory for everyone to have health insurance.
4.  Will you mow the l_ _n at the weekend?
5.  The ship l_ _ _ed an estimated 70,000 gallons of fuel last week.
6.  This practice imposes unnecessary r_ _ _ _ _ _tions on employment.

 
    woRDS To LeaRN (Reading Section)
Listen to some essential words for the Toeic test without looking at the word list.

Now look at the list of today’s vocabulary and repeat after the teacher.

woRDS iN coNTeXT

      Fill each of the blanks in the passage with one of today’s vocabulary word(s) listed above.

Passenger Screening

To increase traveler security it is important that all passengers leaving this country be (          ) at the screening point 
(            ) boarding.
Five simple steps to get through passenger screening:
1. As you approach the screening point, there will be (       ) for you to (            ) any weapons, (             ) 
items or liquids, aerosols and gels above the (             ) amounts.
2. You will be asked to walk through a metal (            ) You may be asked to (         ) your shoes, your belt or 
other metal objects such as piercings that may cause an alarm to sound.
3. The screening officer will ask you to remove any metal objects and (          ) them on the trays (           ) if 
the metal detector alarm sounds.
4. The screening officer will ask you to take part in a (       ) search, if the alarm sounds again. If you want, you 
can ask for that screening to take place in a private room.
5.   Airport metal detectors are quite (           ) to metals, this includes metal (            ) that may have been 
     placed inside your body. These may indeed set off metal detectors, so let screening staff know if you have metal 
     implants, such as (           ) knees or hips.
If you (         ) to be screened, you will not be allowed to board your flight.
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refuse/ detector/ prohibited/ screened/ place/ implants/ bins/ frisk/ artificial
sensitive/ provided/ remove/ prior to/ restricted/ surrender 
 



      Match each definition (A – O) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 15)

    DEFINITIONS

A.  something that has been put into the body in a medical operation
B.  to search someone for hidden weapons, drugs etc. by feeling their body 
with your hands
C.  to give up something
D.  given
E.  to say that you will not do or accept something
F.  able to record small changes
G.  a container for waste
H.  a device used to find particular substances or things
I.   to put something in a particular position
J.  before a particular time or event
K.  take off or away from the place occupied
L.  to limit someone’s actions
M.  to test or examine someone or something to discover if there is anything
wrong with them
N.  to officially refuse to allow something
O.  not natural or real

 
      Part 5 exercise
Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
Identifying the missing part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) can help you eliminate some of the 
choices.
If the missing word is a noun, for example, you can rule out the choices that are not nouns.
1.  Georgia is one of 22 states that …………. the sale of raw milk for human consumption. 
(A) restrictive   (B) restriction   (C) restricting   (D) restrict
2.  Some big brand wines are ………….. to accept supermarket price reductions. 
(A) refuse   (B) refusing   (C) refusal   (D) refused
3.  The government introduced a law ………….. tobacco advertisements on TV. 
(A) prohibiting   (B) prohibit   (C) prohibitive   (D) prohibitively

     Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.
1.  The patient’s responses are recorded on a …………piece of equipment which gives extremely accurate readings. 
2.  All women over 50 will be ………… for breast cancer.
3.  This detergent will …………even old stains.
4.  The police demanded that the gang ……………..their weapons
5.  The company was forced to close when it was …………… a new bank loan.
6.  All meals are …………… throughout the course.
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1.   provided
2.   sensitive
3.   detector
4.   frisk
5.   prior to
6.   remove
7.   implant
8.   artificial
9.   restrict
10.  refuse
11.  prohibit
12.  screen
13.  place
14.  bin
15.  surrender


